Well played!

Do you know the British game called ‘darts’? This board is a bit like the board used for darts, but it has pieces of words on it:

1. Assemble the pieces to make six words - they are all words you can use to give your opinion of something. For each word, take a piece from the black circle, a piece from the grey circle and a piece from the white circle.

Here is one word - find the other five:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARVELLOUS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Question:

Five of the words mean something is good - but one means something is bad: which one?

2. Use the pieces of words on these darts to make:
- a word meaning 'very interesting',
  
- a word meaning 'not interesting'.
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The word meaning ‘bad’ is terrible. All the other words - including terrific - mean ‘good’.

People and Things

The eleven titles go into these three boxes (the other boxes are empty):

1. SHE KNEW ALL THE ANSWERS
   HE WALKED BY NIGHT
   HE RAN ALL THE WAY
   WHO WAS THAT LADY?
   WHO IS HARRY KELLERMANN?

2. IT CAME FROM OUTER SPACE
   IT CAME FROM BENEATH THE SEA

In the first box, these films are about a man: ‘He walked by night’, ‘He ran all the way’, ‘Who is Harry Kellerman?’

These films are about a woman: ‘She knew all the answers’, ‘Who was that lady?’

Strange Pictures

Letters into Words

The four new words are: HOUR, HE, ON and OR.

The five new words are:
OTHER, FOR, ATE (the past tense of eat), SHE and TEN.